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MANAGED NETWORK SECURIT Y

Comprehensive and
customized security
solutions to fit your needs
Network security is a fundamental requirement for all businesses today. The growing
number and complexity of security threats requires a highly skilled team of security
professionals seamlessly integrated to protect against hackers, malware and the many
other virtual threats targeting businesses every single day.

Managed Network Security

Unified Threat Management

Managed Network Security from
Windstream Enterprise provides
a robust foundation to protect
network resources and keep
valuable information safe with a
comprehensive, Unified Threat
Management solution.

Content filtering

Unified Threat Management
features include content filtering,
anti-virus, application control and
intrusion prevention.
Managed Network Security provides
custom, comprehensive, real-time
protection against Internet attacks,
defending and protecting your entire
office-computing environment against
the latest generation of Internet threats.

Filters web content and controls what users can view/download based on
customizable rules and categories.
Anti-virus
Prevents, detects and removes malicious software, including computer
viruses, Trojan horses, spyware, and adware.
Application control
Protects desktops and servers by allowing or denying application usage
based on pre-defined, customized business policies.
Intrusion prevention
Uses real time intelligence to pro-actively detect, prevent and mitigate
malicious traffic from accessing the network.
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Features

Benefits

Managed Cloud Firewall

Reduce costs

A geographically diverse and redundant firewall that resides
in the cloud, protecting your entire network at the edge from
threats thereby reducing network vulnerability and freeing up
bandwidth for legitimate traffic.

Combining key network security functions into a single platform
along with management helps you achieve significant cost
savings for your organization.

Managed CPE Firewall

Ensure real-time protection of your network with robust
Intrusion Prevention and Anti-virus protection solutions.

A Windstream Enterprise managed, on premises-based firewall
that delivers unmatched performance and protection while
simplifying your network. We offer models to satisfy any
deployment requirement, for enterprises and data centers.
VPN Access
Allows remote users or locations to connect securely to your
organizations SD-WAN and MPLS VPN networks.
Email Security*
Scans your email for a broad spectrum of dangerous or
inappropriate content and filters it out before it can penetrate
network boundaries, gateways or mail servers.
Web Security*
Secures and protects your Internet traffic from destructive
viruses and phishing threats while maintaining control of Web
content for enforcement of acceptable usage policies.
Logging and Reporting

Real-time threat protection

Minimize risk
Enforce company policies and ensure malicious content or
employees using unapproved applications are not stealing
valuable bandwidth, slowing your network to a crawl.
Ensure compliance
Meet regulatory standards and protect your business from legal
or compliance risks. The cloud firewall is PCI Compliant.
Geographic redundancy
Automatic cloud firewall failover assures that no matter what,
any site connected to an SD-WAN or MPLS network has secure
and dependable Internet access.
Improve productivity
Unburden your IT staff from daily security tasks by letting
Windstream Enterprise manage your security infrastructure.

Logs and reporting created weekly for all solution components.
24/7 Support
Direct access to dedicated security profesionals who assist with
real-time change requests.

* Email and Web Security are add-ons to Managed Network Security

About Windstream Enterprise
Windstream Enterprise collaborates with
businesses across the U.S. to drive digital
transformation by delivering solutions that
solve today’s most complex networking and
communication challenges.
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To learn more about Managed
Network Security, visit
windstreamenterprise.com

